Blog: Easily Switch Target Database
When Executing SSIS Package with
Integration Services Catalog
Introduction
Best practice for deploying SSIS projects is now to deploy the entire project to the Integration Services
Catalog (SSIS DB Catalog), from where executions can be scheduled (!) from SQL Server Agent directly,
without the need to call the dtexec utility.
In doing this you can easily pass a parameter at execution time to define which target database to load,
making it easy to run packages in different modes such as test and live.
NB this can be extended by creating environments in SSIS DB but this blog describes setting a single
parameter.
I have two identical target databases for this exercise, named LiveDW and TestDW, both with a single
table:
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Parameterise the Connection Manager
First set your target connection manager to project level:

Then parameterise the (now project level) connection manager:

In my case the Test and Live target databases are both on the same SQL Server instance accessible by a
single user so I just need to parameterise the initial catalog:
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It populates with the current value:

Double click Project.params under your project in Solution Explorer to see the parameter:
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Changing the text in the Value field to either LiveDW or TestDW determines which database will be
loaded when executing the job from within Visual Studio (and provides the default value when
deploying to SSIS DB Catalog).

Add a Task
My test job has a single Execute SQL Task which inserts a single row into the target database

Deploy the Project to Integration Services Catalog
To deploy the project to the SSIS DB Catalog (which you need to create in SSMS if it does not already
exist on your SQL Server instance and create a folder to deploy your project into), right click the
project and select Deploy:

This will walk you through a wizard to deploy your code.
Select Project Deployment as the deployment mode, the path will default to the file path to your
project’s .ispac file:
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Connect to your server then browse to the relevant folder in the SSIS DB:

Review, Deploy and Close. Now switching into SSMS you should see you project under the SSIS DB
Catalog:
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Test a Package
Expand the project to see the packages within it (in this only one). To test the package you can
execute from here:

On the Parameters tab, click the ellipsis next to Value to change the parameter value:

Click OK to run and again to view the execution report:
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Schedule the Package
Now to schedule the package, go to the SQL Server Agent node and select New Job:

In the General page, provide a name for the job then on the Steps page click the New button, specify a
name for the step and a Type of SQL Server Integration Services Package
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Enter the package source as SSIS Catalog, your server name then click the ellipsis to the right of the
Package field to select your package:
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Then go to the Configuration tab which is where you set the parameter value for the target database,
again by click the ellipsis next to Value on your parameter:

Then on the schedule page, schedule the job as normal:

You should see the data appear in the relevant database
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